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[Title of the Invention] METHOD OF ASSEMBLING SUBSTRATE AND

DEVICE THEREFORE

[Abstract]

[Problems to be solved] A method of assembling substrates

and a device therefore are provided which are capable of

bonding the substrates to each other with high accuracy in a

vacuum even in the case the substrates are made greater in

size and smaller in thickness.

[Solution] The one substrate to be bonded is held on another

substrate to be bonded so as to face each other and both

substrates are bonded to each other in a vacuum with an

adhesive disposed at either of the substrates. The one

substrate is held onto the other substrate by tacky adhesive

means and the substrates are bonded to each other by

narrowing the spacing in the vacuum.

[Claims]

(1) A method of assembling substrates, characterized in

that the one substrate to be bonded is held on another

substrate to be bonded so as to face each other and both

substrates are bonded to each other in a vacuum with an

adhesive disposed at either of the substrates,

wherein the one substrate is held onto the other

substrate by tacky adhesive means and the substrates are

bonded to each other by narrowing the spacing in the vacuum.
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(2) The method of claim 1, characterized in that one of the

substrate is held below a pressure late on the bottom

surface of a pressure sensitive adhesion sheet by an

adhesion force and the other substrate is held on the table,

a tensile force of a direction parallel with the main

surface of the one substrate is applied to the pressure

sensitive adhesion sheet, to keep both substrates almost in

parallel with each other, and both substrates are bonded

through the pressure sensitive adhesion sheet by narrowing

the spacing between pressure plate and the table.

(3) The method of claim 2, characterized in that the edge of

the pressure sensitive adhesion sheet is grasped by a chuck,

is moved horizontally to apply a tensile force of a

direction parallel with the main surface of one of the

substrate to the pressure sensitive adhesion sheet, and the

pressure sensitive adhesion sheet is cut in the width

direction by a cutter after bonding both substrates.

(4) The method of claim 1, characterized in that one of the

substrates is held by a tacky adhesive means stored in the

pressure plate, and the tacky adhesive means is retreated

into the pressure plate after bonding both substrates.

(5) A device for assembling substrates, in which one

substrate is held at an upper side of a vacuum chamber and

another substrate to be bended is held at a lower side of

the vacuum chamber so as to face both substrates , and both
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substrates are bonded to each other in a vacuum with an

adhesive disposed at either of the substrates by narrowing

the spacing in the vacuum, characterized by comprising:

a tacky adhesive means holding one of the substrates on the

other substrate; and

a means for narrowing the spacing between the one substrate

held by the corresponding tacky adhesive means and the other

substrate located there below.

(6) The device of claim 5, characterized by further

comprising:

a table holding the other substrate;

a pressure plate pressurizing the one substrate held by the

tacky adhesive means relative to the other substrate located

below; and

a stripping means for moving the tacky adhesive means from

the one substrate bonded to the other substrate.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention]

The present invention relates to a method of assembling

substrates in which substrates to be bonded are held on each

other within a vacuum chamber so as to face each other and

the substrates are bonded to each other by narrowing the

spacing in a vacuum, and a device therefore.

[Description of the Prior Art]

The manufacture of a liquid crystal display panel includes a
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process in which two glass substrates provided with a

transparent electrode, a thin film transistor array or the

like are bonded with an adhesive at extremely close

intervals of about several jmn (hereinafter , the substrates

after bonding are called a cell) , and liquid crystal is

sealed in the space thus formed.

This sealing of liquid crystal includes a method disclosed

in Japanese Laid Open Publication No. Sho 62-165622 in which

liquid crystal is dropped on one substrate where a sealant

is drawn in a closed pattern so as not to dispose an inlet,

another substrate is arranged on the one substrate, and the

upper and lower substrates are brought in contact and bonded

to each other or a method disclosed in Japanese Laid-Open

Publication No. Hei 10-26763 in which a sealant is drawn in

a pattern so as to dispose an inlet on one of substrates,

the substrates are bonded to each other in a vacuum, and

then liquid crystal is injected from the inlet.

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]

Although in the prior art, both substrates are bonded in a

vacuum regardless of before and after the pattern drawing of

a sealant, the substrates cannot be sucked and stuck in a

vacuum due to a pressure difference with the atmosphere.

Thus, if the edge of the substrate located in the upper side

(hereinafter, referred to as the upper substrate) is
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mechanically held, the center part of the substrate is bent,

and the bending becomes greater as the substrates become

much greater in size and smaller in thickness in recent

years

.

Before bonding, the substrates are optically positioned

using an alignment mark disposed on the peripheries (edges)

of the upper and lower substrates. However, the greater the

bending becomes, the greater the spacing between the edges

of both substrates becomes, thereby making it difficult to

focus on the alignment mark and making it hard to do an

exact alignment.

Moreover, when performing bonding, the bent center part of

the upper substrate is brought in contact with the lower

substrate earlier than the periphery of thereof. Thus, To

make the substrate spacing regular, spacers dispersed

between the substrates are moved, to thus damage an

orientation film or the like formed on the substrates.

Moreover, the upper and lower substrates to be bonded have

the same size, and a sealant tends to be disposed on the

absolute peripheries of the substrates. In this case, there

is a problem that a holding part of the upper substrate is

hardly taken.

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to

provide a method of assembling substrates which is capable

of bonding the substrates to each other with high accuracy
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in a vacuum even in the case the substrates are made greater

in size and smaller in thickness, and a device therefore.

It is another object of the present invention to provide a

method of assembling substrates in which the upper substrate

can be held easily even if an adhesive is disposed on the

edges of the peripheries of the substrates and the

substrates can be bonded without damaging an orientation

film or the like, and a device therefore.

[Means for Solving the Problem]

The present invention for accomplishing the objects is

characterized in that the one substrate to be bonded is held

on another substrate to be bonded so as to face each other

and both substrates are bonded to each other in a vacuum

with an adhesive disposed at either of the substrates,

wherein the one substrate is held onto the other substrate

by tacky adhesive means and the substrates are bonded to

each other by narrowing the spacing in the vacuum.

[Embodiment of the Invention]

Hereafter, a first embodiment of the present invention will

be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. In

FIGs.l and 2, the device 1 of assembling substrates

comprises a lower chamber section Tl and an upper chamber

section T2 . An XY6 driving mechanism (not shown) is provided
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below the lower chamber section Tl . By the XY driving

mechanism, the lower chamber section Tl is arranged to come

and go in a left and right X-axis direction and a Y-axis

direction orthogonal to the X-axis. Further, by the 9

driving mechanism, a table 4 for mounting a lower substrate

la through a vacuum seal 3 from a shaft 2 is rotatable

horizontally relative to a lower chamber unit 5. Further,

although the lower substrate la is constructed in a

structure in which it is mechanically positioned and fixed

by a pin or roller and in a structure in which it is

suctioned and stuck once it is mounted on the table 4, an

illustration of these structures are omitted for

simplification

.

In the upper chamber section T2, an upper chamber unit 6 and

a pressure plate 7 therein are constructed in a manner to be

independent from each other and vertically movable. That is,

the upper chamber unit 6 has a housing 8 having a bush and a

vacuum seal stored therein, and moves in a vertical Z-axis

direction by a cylinder 11 fixed to a frame 10 by using a

shaft 9 as a guide.

The lower chamber section Tl on the XY9 driving mechanism

moves right below the upper chamber section T2 and the upper

chamber unit 6 I descends, the flange of the upper chamber

unit 6 is contacted and formed integral with an O ring 12

arranged around the bottom chamber unit 5, and it becomes to
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function as a vacuum chamber. Here, a ball bearing 13

installed around the lower chamber unit 5 can adjust the

amount of crushing of the 0 ring 12 by a vacuum, and can be

set to an arbitrary position of vertical direction. The

amount of crushing of the 0 ring 12 is set to a position at

which the vacuum chamber can be maintained in vacuum and the

maximum elasticity is obtained. The big force generated by

the vacuum is received from the lower chamber unit 5 through

the ball bearing 13, and at the time of bonding the upper

and lower substrate to be mentioned later, the lower chamber

section Tl is slightly moved easily within the elastic range

of the 0 ring 12, thereby enabling precise positioning.

Even if the upper chamber unit 6 is deformed as it forms a

vacuum chamber along with the lower chamber unit 5, the

housing 8 stores a vacuum seal that causes no vacuum leakage

relative to the shaft 9 and is vertically movable, and thus

can absorb the force applied to the shaft 9 by the

deformation of the vacuum chamber, thereby almost preventing

the deformation of the pressure plate 7 supported by the

shaft 9 and maintaining the upper substrate lb bonded to a

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 and the lower substrate

la held on the table 4 in parallel with each other to thus

enable bonding. Further, the vertical movement of the

pressure plate 7 is carried out a driving mechanism (not

shownaO disposed on the top of the shaft 9.
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14 denotes a vacuum pipe arranged on the side face of the

upper chamber unit 6, which is connected to vacuum sources

through a vacuum valve and a pipe hose (not shown) , the

vacuum sources being used when reducing the pressure in the

vacuum chamber and making the vacuum chamber vacuum. 15

denotes a gas purge valve and a tube, which is connected to

pressure sources, such as nitrogen gas (N2) and a clean dry

air, the pressure sources being used when returning the

vacuum chamber to an atmospheric pressure.

Next, the driving mechanism of the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18 holding the upper substrate lb will be

described. 17 in the upper chamber unit 6 is a spindle,

which enables the driving rotation and free rotation of the

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 rolled in a roll shape

in a sending direction and the rotation and rotation fixing

thereof in a sending direction with a reverse torque applied

in the sending direction.

The pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 can be rolled

toward a freely rotatable roller 20 at the opposite side

through a freely rotatable roller 19 by a spindle 21

arranged by being positioned relative to the roller 20. The

spindle 21 is capable of driving rotation in a rolling

direction, and is capable of reverse rotation and rotation

fixing in a condition that a torque is applied in the

rolling direction. Moreover, the spindle 21 for rolling
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operation positioned relative to the roller 20 is arranged

to be horizontally drivable in the direction of a spindle 17

while driving-rotating the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet

18 in the rolling direction. Moreover, the pressure

sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is rolled in a manner the

adhesive surface faces a lower side, thus if the substrate

lb is adhered to the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18

,

it faces the lower substrate la.

The rotational movement of the spindle 17 is carried out by

a motor 24 as shown in FIG. 2. The rotational movement of the

spindle 21 is carried out by a motor 25, and the horizontal

movement is realized as a ball nut 28 with the motor 25

fixed thereto is moved by rotating a ball screw 2 6 by the

driving of a motor 27. Further, a guide for horizontal

movement of the ball nut 28 is not shown. 29 and 30 denote

support axis holders of the ball screw 26, in which the

support axis holder 29 is fixed to the upper chamber unit 6,

and the support bearing 30 is fixed to a bracket 31 along

with the shafts of the motor 24 and of the roller 19.

22a and 22b denote image recognition cameras, which are

installed to read out alignment marks disposed on the

respective upper and lower substrate la and lb. 23 and 23b

are transparent viewing windows, which carry out vacuum

sealing of holes 6a and 6v installed on the upper chamber

unit 6.
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7a and 7b denote small holes disposed on the pressure plate

7 for viewing the alignment marks on the substrates. Here,

it is preferable that the width of the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18 is slightly smaller than the Y-directional

distance of the alignment marks 24a and 24b commonly

disposed at an opposite angle of the substrates, as shown in

FIG. 2, so that the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 may

not block the field of view of the image recognition cameras

22a and 22b.

Next, a process of bonding substrates by the device 1 for

assembling substrates according to the present invention

will be described in FIGs . 3 to 5. FIG. 3 (a) shows an initial

state of the upper chamber section T2 before the upper

substrate lb is held, in which the spindle 21 is moved to

the right-hand side of the drawing, where the pressure

sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is spread, and the pressure

plate 7 is in the standby position.

FIG. 3(b) shows a state in which the pressure plate 7 is

lowered and brought in contact with the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18, and then lowered again slightly further.

At this time, although the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet

18 rolled around the spindles 17 and 21 is delivered from

both sides, the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 carries

out a torque control by respective motors rotary-driving the

spindles 17 and 21, and is always in a tensile force applied
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condition. The tensile force is determined by the weight of

the upper substrate lb, and as shown in FIG. 3(c), it is set

to an amount which hardly generate a gap with the pressure

plate 7 even if the upper substrate lb is stuck and held.

After sticking and holding the upper substrate lb onto the

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18, as shown in FIG. 4, the

upper substrate lb and the lower substrate la are bonded.

First, as shown in FIG. 4 (a), the lower substrate la mounted

on the table 4 is moved right below the upper chamber

section T2, and as shown in FIG. 4(b), the upper chamber unit

6 is lowered by the cylinder 11, the flange of the upper

chamber unit 6 is contacted with the 0 ring 12 arranged

around the lower chamber unit 5, the upper and lower chamber

sections Tl and T2 are formed integral with each other, and

then a vacuum is exhausted from the vacuum pipe 14.

Moreover, the lower substrate la is positioned and fixed on

the table 4, and a sealant is drawn in a closed pattern on

the outer periphery of the lower substrate la, with an

appropriate amount of liquid crystal dropped inside.

By the way, the vacuum chamber created by integrally forming

the upper chamber unit 6 and the lower chamber unit 5

reaches a predetermined vacuum degree, as shown in FIG.4(c),

upper and lower driving mechanisms (not shown) on the shaft

9 are operated while carrying out the alignment of the upper

and lower substrates la and lb, the pressure plate 7 is
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lowered, and the upper and lower substrates la and lb are

bonded at a desired spacing with a predetermined pressure by

decreasing the spacing between them.

At this time, as the pressure plate 7 is lowered, the

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 rolled around the

spindles 17 and 21 is delivered from both sides. However,

since the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is always in

a condition in which a proper tensile force is applied

thereto, the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is not

extended or broken. Further, the upper substrate lb is

almost in contact with the pressure plate 7 through the

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 by this tensile force,

thus it does not happen that the center part of the upper

substrate lb is not extremely lowered. Moreover, since the

upper and lower substrates la and lb are almost in parallel

with each other, it does not happen that the center part of

the upper substrates does not have an adverse effect on the

spacers dispersed on the substrate la or the alignment

between the substrate is made impossible.

Further, as for the alignment of the substrates, a high

precision alignment is carried out by reading out alignment

marks installed on the upper and lower substrates la and lb

from inspection holes 23a and 23b installed on the upper

chamber unit 6 by the image recognition cameras 22a and 22b

to measure their position by image processing and slightly
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moving the XY9 driving mechanism (not shown) of the lower

chamber section Tl. In the slight movement, the ball bearing

13 keeps a spacing between the upper and lower chamber units

6 and 4 so that the 0 ring 12 is not extremely deformed and

kept in vacuum.

When the bonding is finished, the gas purge valve 15 is

opened by clamping the vacuum valve (not shown) connected to

the vacuum valve 14, N2 or a clean dry air is supplied into

the vacuum chamber, the gas purge valve 15 is closed after

returning to an atmospheric pressure, and the routine goes

to the ejection process of the cell formed by the bonding as

shown in FIG. 5.

First, as shown in FIG. 5(a), after raising the upper

chamber unit 6 by the cylinder 11, the pressure plate 7 is

raised.

Since the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is stuck to

the top face of the bonded upper substrate, the operation of

stripping the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 will be

explained in FIG. 5(b).

This operation is performed by rotating the spindle 21 and

rolling the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18

simultaneously while horizontally moving it in the direction

of the spindle 17 rotated and fixed at a speed synchronized

with the rolling speed.

At this time, the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is
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stripped from the surface of the upper substrate lb

gradually and without an abrupt change. It is stripped

altogether when the spindle 21 approaches closest to the

spindle 17, and the spindle 21 acts as means for stripping

the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18.

The bonded lower substrate la is suctioned and adsorbed by

the table 4, and does not deviate or is not raised even

during the strippal of the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet

18.

When the operation is finished, as shown in FIG. 5(b), the

lower chamber section Tl is moved to the left side of the

drawing, the cell pc created by sticking the upper and lower

substrates lb and la to each other is removed from the table

4, and simultaneously the spindle 21 is horizontally moved

in the right direction in a rotation fixed state in order to

deliver the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18, and

prepares the next bonding.

Next, the bonding of the substrates in the device for

bonding substrates according to another embodiment of the

present invention will be described in FIG. 6.

In FIG. 6, the same reference numerals denote the same or

equivalent parts in FIGS . 1 to 5, and a repetitive

description thereof will be omitted.

In this embodiment, instead of the rolling of the pressure

sensitive adhesive sheet 18 by the spindle 21, a chuck
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device 45 of the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is

installed, and a cutter 40 of the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18 or a driving mechanism for the chuck of

the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 is installed near

the roller 19 of the spindle 17 side.

That is, although the illustration of the upper substrate lb

is omitted in FIG.6for simplification, after bonding the

substrates, a cutter base 43 supporting a cutter stand 41

through an actuator 42 is raised up to the. lower end

position of the blade of the cutter 40 by an actuator 44.

Next, the cutter 40 is moved in the width direction (Y-

direction in the drawing) of the pressure sensitive adhesive

sheet on the outer periphery of the cell pc, and the

pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 with the upper

substrate lb adhered thereto is cut.

The chuck 45 opens a grip of the pressure sensitive adhesive

sheet 18, takes out the cell pc, with the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18 attached thereto, and strips the pressure

sensitive adhesive sheet 18 from the cell pc at a proper

point of time. Until it is stripped, the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18 functions as a protective film. If a UV

light is irradiated for hardening the sealant, most parts of

the adhesive layer of the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet

18 is deteriorated by the UV light, thus it is easy to strip

the pressure sensitive adhesive sheet 18 at a proper point
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of time.

After taking out the cell pc, the cutter stand 41 is

slightly lowered by the actuator 42, and a grasping part of

the chuck 45 is formed on the end of the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18. After the cutter 40 is retreated (returns

to the position of the drawing) , the ball screw 26 is

rotated by the driving of the motor 27, and the chuck 45

proceeds to the place where the roller 19 of the spindle 17

side is located and grasps the end of the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18. Further, the driving mechanism for

carrying out the gripping of the pressure sensitive adhesive

sheet 18 is stored in the chuck 45.

Afterwards, the cutter base 43 is lowered by the actuator 44,

the chuck 45 is moved to the right side of the drawing by

the motor 27 to continuously deliver the pressure sensitive

adhesive sheet 18, is kept horizontal, and prepares the next

holding of the upper substrate lb.

Next, the bonding of the substrates in the device for

bonding substrates according to yet another embodiment of

the present invention will be described in FIG. 7.

In FIG. 7, the same reference numerals denote the same or

equivalent parts in FIGS . 1 to 5, and a repetitive

description thereof will be omitted.

In FIG. 7, 50 is an opening hole installed on the pressure

plate 7, which is provided with an actuator 51 at an upside
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and a tacky adhesive member 52 on the edge of the axis

extended toward a downside from the actuator 51. By the

operation of the actuator 51 , the tacky adhesive member 52

rises and falls in the opening hole 50.

The upper substrate lb is held on the bottom surface of the

tacky adhesive member 52, in close contact with the bottom

surface of the pressure plate 7 by the sticking action. That

is, the opening hole 50 is installed on the pressure plate 7

at a proper interval and position in conformity to the size

and shape of the upper substrate lb so as to hold the upper

substrate lb facing horizontally to the lower substrate lb.

The lower chamber section Tl having the lower substrate la

fixed on the table 4 is moved below the upper chamber

section T2 holding the upper substrate lb by the tacky

adhesive member 52.

Thereafter, as shown in FIG. 6(b), the upper chamber unit 6

is lowered by the cylinder 11, forms a vacuum chamber along

with the lower chamber unit 5, and the vacuum chamber is

reduced in pressure and made in vacuum.

Next, the alignment of the upper and lower substrates lb and

la are done, the pressure plate 7 is lowered by the shaft 9,

and the upper and lower substrates lb and la are performed

by directly pressing the upper substrate lb by the pressure

plate 7. In this case, since the opening hole 50 has the

tacky adhesive member 52, the pressure is uniformly applied
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to the upper substrate lb.

When stripping the tacky adhesive member 52 from the upper

substrate lb of the cell pc, the tacky adhesive member 52 is

raised (retreated) in the opening hole 50 by the actuator 51.

Then, the periphery of the opening hole 50 of the pressure

plate 7 prevents the movement of the upper substrate lb,

thus the tacky adhesive member 52 and the upper substrate lb

can be separated easily, and the pressure plate 7 functions

as a means for stripping the tacky adhesive member 52.

Thereafter, a nitrogen gas N2 or clean dry air is supplied

into the vacuum chamber, the air is purged and returned to

an atmospheric pressure, and the pressure plate 7 is raised

to raise the upper chamber unit 6, the lower chamber unit Tl

is moved to the left side of the drawing, and then the cell

pc is taken out of the table 4

.

According to this embodiment, since the tacky adhesive

member is stored in the pressure plate 7, the inside of the

upper chamber unit 6 is simplified, and the taken for

reduced pressure and vacuum can be shortened by making the

vacuum chamber smaller in size, thereby increasing a number

of sheets to be processed.

Further, the center part causing the loosening of the upper

substrate lb can be hung and raised by the tacky adhesive

member stored in the pressure plate 7, thus there is no risk

that the center part of the upper substrate is bent to
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damage an orientation film or the like.

Without being restricted to the aforementioned embodiments,

it also may be possible to install the tacky adhesive member

on the table 4 and use it to fix the lower substrate la.

Further, instead of the pressure sensitive adhesion sheet 18,

a plurality of adhesive tapes may be disposed movably in the

upper chamber unit along two parallel sides of the upper

substrate lb by a mechanism as shown in FIGs.l and 2, and

the upper substrate lb may be held in parallel with the

lower substrate la.

In any embodiment, since the upper substrate is held on the

main surface side thereof, the loosening of the center part

can be prevented. Even if the sealant is disposed on the

absolute peripheries of the substrates, this does not

obstruct the holding of the upper substrate.

[Effect of the Invention]

As explained above, according to the present invention, the

substrates can be bonded to each other with high accuracy in

a vacuum even in the case the substrates are made greater in

size and smaller in thickness.

Furthermore, according to the present invention, the upper

substrate can be held easily even if an adhesive is disposed

on the edges of the peripheries of the substrates and the

substrates can be bonded without damaging an orientation
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film or the like, and a device therefore.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

FIG.l is a schematic cross sectional view of a device for

assembling substrates illustrating a first embodiment of the

present invention

.

FiG.2 is a perspective view of a driving mechanism of a

pressure sensitive adhesion sheet in the device for

assembling substrates as shown in FIG.l

FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view of a main part illustrating

an initial process of bonding upper and lower substrates in

the device for assembling substrates as shown in FIG.l.

FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view of a main part illustrating

a process of bonding upper and lower substrates in the

device for assembling substrates as shown in FIG.l.

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of a main part illustrating

an ejection process of a cell formed by bonding upper and

lower substrates in the device for assembling substrates as

shown in FIG.l.

FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a main part illustrating a

process of bonding upper and lower substrate in a device for

assembling substrate according to another embodiment of the

present invention

.

FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a main part illustrating a

process of bonding upper and lower substrate in a device for
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assembling substrate according to yet another embodiment

the present invention.

[Explanation of Reference Numerals]

1 device for assembling substrates

la lower substrate

lb upper substrate

4 table

5 lower chamber unit

6 upper chamber unit

7 pressure plate

12 0 ring

13 ball bearing

14 vacuum pipe

17, 21 spindle

18 tacky adhesive member
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[f€W#MfcLJ;?i:-f£fSfi] ±taS£3fcJ£fiST*tt. f
-;^j©/^->fiiii©Ha^KSfee-r. ^-fntpeg

n$© «fc ? tsfi**«i:©E*si?«3iaafr«

[0 0 0 5] *<lt\ ±flscffia'rs»K (wt, ±s

[0 0 0 6] ftStJ-g-fo-efcTSIuK. ±TSSgfi©ES

asra±©iBH*'a:*'0x ttB*to«^-ft«ua*^e-

[0007] tfc, asD^^-rs^ttt, ±g&©

[0 0 0 8] Sfc, B»)***±T©a«*n-u-^x
t L x ->-;l/»J«rSffi©^^apr») 4fQOttBtcKitS

fifties'). c©J:3*«AfcM:±»R©fia*ft*«ak

[0 0 0 9] ^tlkj)^., *?|Bfl©gm> afilf^X^

««Rr«*s«©afi»mtz<ogwzmmz c 11s

[0010] *fiw©fte©gw«, SS^^gP^.

k*^^*s«©ffifi^stztomzmmtz cue

[00 1 1]



3

So

[0 0 12]

Stemiz^Bm, T^y^gPT i k±^y^gpT

£T^-V *y h 5 lctjLT7kmcts\m°jmt LT
ffi. TS^l ate, x~7;b4±tcjgK£n£

[0 0 13] ±^t>A*ST2TU ±^>v^:x-'y

tt, y - 77y S/a fcK^-yUfcrtKLfc/N*^>^

oicsas*nfes/yyyi iic,fcD±T<Dz«i£iai£:#

[0 0 14] XY0E»a«±(DT^^>^eBT ltf±

fcsoyy^i 2Jc±f-fry/^-y be^y^yvW

^RrtE^ftoTt^. oyy^i 2oo^n»fi,
fty/^^icSoti:^f, fro, fttaDSPte

tff#5tiSffiBfcRirr*o K^J:0»^-r^*tft
*-M7'J^l 3^LTTft^Uz 7

[0 0 1 5] /N^yy^8fi, ±ff>;U-yh6tf

3 ) ttH 2 0 0 1 - 1 3 3 7 4 5

4

itMN H 8fcl&9tttt6tlfc±*6l bk

T-7;M«c«»StifcTSK 1 a fcOWtfcfi^THA

9 <D±»l*:RB2ttfcH***W L^B»«»W 3 o

[0 0 16] 1 4li±f h6©lllffi»cEl

7t**-7T\ mmtfZ (N.) WJ->K5^i

[0 0 17] *ic, ±g« 1 b*«8«"*«atS/- h 1

fid 7tiXt!yK;l/T\ o-;l/«fc##f*ttfctti8.>'

[0 0 18] tt«i/-b 1 8tt* mz&&<Du-7 l 9

20 7 2 0k*a»«JcfiiBH^LE«^nfcXtryK;U2 I

^>-h 1 8*«*ao»fttB»iaiEtfRr*iTx fro,

ffiHH^nfcStffi0ffl<oxtryF;U2 i&,

-h 1 8^#^^9^lR3^ii(pI^L^^Xt!yH;l/
1 7©35rrRiic7k¥ffi»iRrflEfc*t>Tv>5 0 ft, ft»*y-

30 ak»|fil-rs«fc5*J:ftSo

[0 0 19] XtryK/H 7©±EHiaftfftt, 02tc

2 1 0±EHlE»mi, t-*2 5fcJ:0tfV\ ±I27j<

TBfttt. 2 5««S8ft«n3fe*-4/^-y h 2 8

a*r^c k-e^s-rso us, *->w-y h 2 so?^®)
ffffl^Ftt. H^«rSttL^0 2 9, 3 0*4,

>;U-7h6i:a£^n, 1t3K-MBiS3 0ttt-*
40 2 4&ffo-7l 9©i/f7h^^^77^7 H 3 1

[0 0 2 0] 2 2 a, 2 2 bttH«E»**7T\ ±T

»!*«^fc*fc:SB#tl5o 2 3a, 2 3bti,

^t^,T% h 6fcSH-&tlfc?t6 a,

6b<0K2Wf*fTi.
[0 0 2 1] 7 a, 7b(iIMl&WT-^7^a

ft0E«7«i:S*tfc/^SO^-e*S o CCX\ ft

so h 1 8 otsii, tt*^>- h 1 8 tfmmmm* * ?



5

2 2a. 22b ©JSSfcgtffct^ <fc -5.02 Ic^nTrJ;

At*.

[ o o 2 2 ] a 3nmm 5 T**mfam±L%iW 1 ?

±SS 1 b W«»**lSWO±f-irV/«T 2 QfflJRK

fi*iLT*0, Xt^F;l/2 l(«EB5/-h 1 8£]£

[0 0 2 3] H3(b)ttlPEfi7*TB*«li6«S/-h

1^0 co^ xtr^F/i/i 7^2 nc##»sftTv

h 1 8tiXt?>F;U 7, 2 1 ZELtamttZZtl?

U H3(c)t^r±5fc:. ±Sffii b*HfiDflW«#

[0 0 2 4] CO<fc-3*c±Sfil b«rtt*->— h 1 8JC

B9(*tf«l$Lfea. 04fc^t-<fc5tc, ±SSl bt

[0 0 2 5] *1\ 04 (a)£ijrf<fc"5lC, TSffil a

/*WT2<DKTfc»»2-G\ 04 (b)(c*Vf S/

UV^l 1 fCcfcOif^y/Sa--/ h6^TK^ T

>^S8T1. T2£HttcLTfre>K£EBl 4^6K

[0 0 2 6] TS&l att71-7;I/4±tcfflHJ*«>

[0027] ±3-*y/*3.-y betT^y^

0H3S«diLfc6. 04 (c)^-r<t^JC, ±TMS
fila, I b^{ig£b#£fT^*#5e/*7F9±0

RSH*\ m^OSnE^)T'±T]iSffil a, 1 bOBBH*

[0028] c<D^feinEfi7WBTi-§tonxtr>
F/U 1 7 2 1 *c#Stt&ftT^*tt»$/-H8A«
*^5aiDta^ns*v ±ieLfc£5ic&»v'~-F 1

8

-h 1 8*Wfc9«ftfc9L*l,\, £<D3lo3i

D*lfc:J:!>±Sffil btttta^-h 1 8*^LTitaEfi
7fc«ffffi«LT^T±gfii b©**»)b«Bfc:Sti
WoTWCt(44<, ±TSS=El a. 1 btt«(*

4) HrH 2001-133745
6

[0 0 2 9] H#fc* S«lRl±<DtSK^bWi,
y/<jL-y h6fc»«*«#«2 3a* 2 3bA^iS«
Bl*^722a, 2 2 bT*±T&S&l a, 1 bti

10 &5 0 coWMds^r. oyyyi 2tffiM8fcg«L

W±T^>^-yh6. 5©ffll«**SJ#LTV5o

[0 0 3 0] l50dto-&*l*7'T5fc, SSSSWi 4fc

>K7-*fx7-£fl«eu *»EfcHLTfr6#X/<-

[00 3 1] Jfe-f, 05 (a) cfc-Mc>

20 1 1 V±*+>*3i-y b 6 *±#*«fe», AnES 7

[0 0 3 2] R59£tffc±fifi 1 bO±ffi«ctt«i*S/-

h 1 8^RSD^T^SOT\ tt»->-h 1 8£
»OT«fffco^TB5 (b)-flHBi-r*.

[0 0 3 3] COUfttt, XkT>F;l/2 1 ^IslK^^tt

1 8*##tt3fc|qIB«C,

Lfc&2T^&E£LfcxtfyF;i/i 7 <D*iaifc:7k¥»

[0 0 3 4] COS, fe^>-F 1 8fcLtfifil bO±
30 ffi**&a^Kjwi4<id*|«tu xtr>F;i/2 i#xt?

y F;b 1 7 fc*feifi»bfti»fr^T«ltfn* <fc 5 tcft

oT4oD, Xb?y K/l/2 1 titttfv'-F 1 8<DfW*¥a

[0 0 3 5] Ki9£fr<*ftfcT*Kl attf-^/MT?

[0 0 3 6] ±E»ff3V»7t«fc, 05 (b)^-TJ:

4fr6±T«fil b, l a*aSO(*ttTTfrfc-b;Upc

40 ^-rtfcfetc, xt?VF;l/i 7^5SrL^3tt»S/-F
1 8£&9ffi-ffc*&Xt:yF^2 l«r@lEHSLfe««

[ 0 0 3 7 ] H 6 ic J: 0 *%Wcof&OHi6S^^Jc

[0038] w6Tmmm®5icyjkLrc-$m&mt
HH^L<ltfBa*fc:H:H-IW*(t*tT,

[0 0 3 9] CO^ft3BffiT*tt, Xk!>F;l/2 lfciS

ft«->-h 1 8<D#t©?H<:tt*T, fe#iV~-F 1 8O
50 **y*tt»4 5*HW\ XtrvF^I 7ffJ|cOD-^ l
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[0 0 4 0] H6T(ifflKftOfeftt±Sfil b

:ax-*4 2&ftLT*y*&4 1 fc^Lfc*-;/^
-X4 3£7^n.x-£4 4T'*y*4 0O*J<DT£8

[0 0 4 1] *«c, -b;l/p c 0*UUB"MSf»5/- h 1 8

fil b#IS0»v^Tt^*S»S/-h 1 8*«»f-r5o
[0 0 4 2] ^-y*4 5 h 1 8©JeS*BB
ttU teS^-b 1 8€rmtfc$a-b/!/p c *W0ttS

U 5ga&^^-b;l/p c h l 8£fJ^X

[0 0 4 3] -fcr;l/p c*tt0fflLfcatt, i?7^4l
£7^;lX-£4 2T^(CTK^-tt, 1

8 <D8B8MC?-* 7^45 OOA^ft^ftSo * v $ 4 0

8o*saKjGi*'r*o ml fty*4 5tw5isr>
1 8oasj**s45Kiia«tt, ^^45^

[0 0 4 4] 7^x-^4 4T^7^-
X 4 3 *TB^-dx ft7^4 5 2 7 TH<DtT

[0 0 4 5] Mz, H7T*«W05tcte(D*SBBJ6*c

[0 0 4 6] H7*eHi7iSH5*c^Lfc-^|fiSJBlEi:

H-*SL<ttffiS»fcttn-«F**ftr»T, Bunt**
eg-rso

[0 0 4 7 ] 0 7 Jcfc^T, 5 0 tetaEffi 7 fcRttfcflB

?LT\ ±£fc:7^:xX-*5 l*r«!;L C07^fi
x-2 5 1^6T*fcft^oT#tffc|*0*fc«i«SW
5 2jW»*SnTV3. 7*f-aX-$r5 lOHftr,
H7L 5 0 rtT'&Sgflfcf 5 2 ff±T*r*o

[0 0 4 8] ±SIS 1 b 14* tttfSPtt 5 2 cOTffi(C^O

So EPS. H7L5 0tt±Sfil b^TSfil alcftLT

[0 0 4 9] TSte 1 a 4 ±K@£ L/cT?1

VV^gflT lttJbSfil b*tt»»»5 2T?««fLT^

5 ) 1#BB 2 0 0 1 - 1 3 3 7 4 5

8

[0 0 5 0] ^©ft. 06 (b) X'TTst&olC isVy

[0 0 5 1 ] ±Tf^S« lb, 1 aOttl^-S
LT. i/^7h9T*iflE«7*TB*^ MES7TB:
tc±«1fil b£f¥LT±T^S«l b, 1 aOROM
**ff43. BB?L5 0ttttt*aB»5 2A^
*ot\ inE*«±8«i bfcWfctobS.

10 [0 0 5 2] PA^Wm/c^l/pcO±lSl b

*6»»aW5 2*Kff ,

ri»tt. 7**ix-* 5

1

<k9H?L5 OrtTttHWttS 2*±^ (Ml) S-BrS.

T§ fc > ftnES 7 <DBB?L 5 0 <DS«SIW±gffi 1 b

»*Hihr*©^ ffi*^tt§gp«5 2h±S«l b*
SlSWCiiW^e. ftPE«7 3b%§g|5tt5 2<D^Jffi#

[0 0 5 3] *<D&, X^t>;^fCiMXN^

SlEfcRU ftlE«7^±#$^±^^yAa.-«/ h 6

20 *±ff*«^ Tf-1r>^»Tl*HOiE«lfc:»iiS*T

[0 0 5 4] c©*fiBBJBfcJ;ftfcf. lUMtt^jtaEtE
7fcrtK*tlT^-6<0^ ±f;^yy^->y h 6 FWS

[0 0 5 5] Sfc, ±SRl bOfc5*L*fic^i|>*«
£*nEffi 7 k:rtj8Ebfett»»#T« 0 ±tfT£ < c

30 [0 0 5 6] tU^MWBe«fcB6'f, f—7AM fclfi

t\ t/c. «6»5/-h 1 8WUT> ±Sfil bWfi
^2iatcfe^j:a^ii§(*co)te*x-7p^i, m2ic

WffifcRBLT, ±Bfil b*TSfii alcm4S

[0 0 5 7] ^-Tno^ffiiB^T^. ±Sffi^^tD±cS

40 fe±Sfioff}$(*:$»(44t\

[0 0 5 8]

[0 0 5 9] ititf. S£J9ttSBIS»cfi*

So

[Hffiosm^ittW]

50 [H l ] *fS0^o-*j5£^^^^rs^fflj5:gMoffi{BS
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[02] @nc^LfcSfiffliSM(c43ttStt*>>-h

[03] 0 1 {c^L/cSSffl4SMT*cO±Ti^SS«:BA

[0 4 1 HC^ Lft«fBBl[StBTO±TS»E*K
O^b^5Xg^-rggpoWrffi0Tfe-5o
[0 5] @nc^Lfcfi«ffliiSST*0±TffiSS€:a5

[06] ^wn<o{m%m^m\cr^mw^mm^(D

So

[07] *^OMfcflSO*as®K*c&^SKfflfi[SH

[01]

(Ed 1]

TZ

) «pBB2 001-133745
10

1
fet* 4CT -1— i-fc U73.

1 a

1 b

4

5

6

7

1 2 ou

1 3

1 4

1 7, 2 l Xfc?>F;l/

1 8

[02]

IB 21



( 7 ) ftffl 2 0 0 1 - 1 3 3 7 4 5



( 8 ) ^2 0 0 1 - 1 3 3 7 4 5
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